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� The Narrow Road trip, two and a half years, beginning in 1689. 

 

� Matsuo Bashô’s (1644-1694) travels are excursions through a world where the nature people find themselves 

within is the essential subject matter. It is important to note that for the Japanese, and certainly for Bashô, this is 

not a romantic “one with nature” vision quest that has surfaced in modem popular culture in the West. The 

natural world of Bashô is touched everywhere by the human hand and experience. It is a human conditioned 

world, and in this, it has comprehensibility, value, and its intrinsic spiritual quality. One of the discoveries the 

reader makes in encountering Bashô is the dynamic quality of the relationship between space and time. Spaces, 

and the history and reasons for the creation of these spaces are the sources of meaning. Bashô creates a 

conversation with modem science because he provides an alternative view of the human being in the cosmos.  

 

� After an early life described as one filled with trial and grief, Matsuo Bashô turned to Zen Buddhism, and 

sought to find his spiritual fulfillment in a way free of material desire, and to seek as he put it, “the truth in 

beauty” and a world of true understanding. The Narrow Road to the Deep North chronicles one of the major 

journeys taken near the end of Bashô’s life.  

 

� Haiku poetry is well recognized today in its highly structured form, and the classic 5-7-5 syllables, written as 

units that convey powerful images. Haiku is descended from an earlier poetic form known as renga which was 

emergent in 13
th

 and 14
th

 century Japan. This form was a playful or humorous series of verses that relied on 

linking up to fifty verses in a tightly structured 5-7-5, 7-7 format. In Japanese court circles, this poetic form 

became a play at cleverness, ultimately rejected by Matsuo Bashô (1644-1694). The shortened 5-7-5 structure 

we see today was developed at the end of the 19
th

  century. Bashô brought the haiku form to its highest 

perfection.  

 

� In The Narrow Road to the Deep North the reader is struck by the variety of places Bashô visits, and how each 

one has its own special character and reason to be remembered in some meaningful way, or as the translator 

Nobuyuki Yuasa observes, “Bashô was in possession of a magical power to enter into the spirit of place,” (29-

30) The structure of the trip and each step is carefully planned. The journey has a unity that can be overlooked 

in a casual glance that might mistake planning for simple “wandering.” Bashô intended, just as in each haiku 

poem, to follow a precise structure which would be the embodiment of the images and meanings of the journey 

itself.  

In Bashô’s trek through nature, every element of nature is to be observed:  

It was with awe 

That I beheld 

Fresh leaves  

Bright in the sun. (100) 

 

� Yet, more important, each place is manipulated by the human touch and presence. It is an ironic tension that in 

the effort to set aside earthly attachments in search of ultimate truth and beauty, Bashô looks most carefully at 

that earthly space of which he is a part.  

� The travels of Bashô are a tapestry of holy places, people and memories. In the closing story of The Narrow 

Road to the Deep North, Bashô waits specially to see the new moon from a particular vantage point. He 

describes in great detail how the sand, stones and even the very grasses in the holy shrine nearby were hand 

planted by a great bishop. In fact, the surrounding marshes had been dried to help the worshipers enjoy the 

shrine. Into this carefully human contrived space, holiness and nature are found together. On the second night of 

his watching of the new moon, Bashô encounters rain and writes:  

The changeable sky  

Of the northern districts  

Prevented me from seeing  

The full moon of autumn. (141) 

 

� Uncertainty, along with probabilities, are keys to the opening of human understanding. The holy place can 

fulfill its promise, but no matter how much human beings may seek to control the experience, ultimate insight is 

about creative imagination, not wholly predictable and about human beings finding meaning for themselves.  
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Assignment:  

 

This is a project that you will do in stages. Stage One: due Friday. April 8
th

, is to take some time 

between Wednesday (April 6th) and Friday to go outside alone anywhere you like. Focus on a 

place or an image (on or off campus) of your selection. Observe the natural and human 

environment. After a period of contemplation and consideration-write down in the blue book 

provided your thoughts about the place. Describe the place you have chosen to consider. Why 

did you pick this place? Did the place you chose live up to your “expectations?” 

 

After writing this description - draw a picture in the blue book-or on another piece of paper or 

medium if you like, using one of the techniques discussed in Sayre and by Arthur Skinner and 

Kirk Wang (for example - a Chinese style sketch, or one point perspective, etc.). Be sure to: 

explain the art style you have chosen for your sketch.  

 

Once you have completed the drawing, write a haiku poem about your time spent in this act of 

contemplation, and about the place (inner and outer space) you visited. Use the traditional 5-7- 5 

structure for your haiku poem, and be sure to demonstrate a sense of solitude, reflection or 

understanding.  

 

Stage Two: due Monday April 11
th

   

Visit two more places of your own choice. These can be outside, or inside a human created 

space. Take some time out to stop and contemplate the new place. Focus on a single element: a 

leaf, a flower, a building, the trees, the weather, a person, a piece of furniture, etc. Describe the 

place and what you experience while in contemplation. Write a haiku poem using the 5-7-5 

traditional structure for the places you visit. Be sure to wait several hours, if not a day, between 

each visit.  

 

We will discuss Stage One results on Friday April 8th in class. Turn in entire project on Monday, 

April 11
th

 after class discussion. Be prepared to have your work read aloud in class.  

 

HAVE FUN. BUT TAKE BUT TAKE IT SERIOUSLY TOO. FEEL THE SABI. 
 

 


